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My background

Pre-Google (2015) : logic, foundations of data management, knowledge representation.

- ML for DB problems: active learning techniques for schema mappings (with Dalmau, 
Kolaitis, Qian) and other example-driven approaches to schema-mapping design.

- Also: declarative, rule-based specification languages for data analytics and 
probabilistic modeling (LogicBlox), text analytics (with Fagin, Kimelfeld, Peterfreund)

Currently: 

- Working in the Knowledge Engine team: using KG to better answer search queries

This talk: overview of some of the work done recently at Google on providing NLP models 
with access to structured knowledge.
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Shameless Plug: Learning Conjunctive Queries 

A classic computational learning theory problem:

- A conjunctive query (CQ) is a non-recursive Datalog rule 𝛼 ← 𝛽1 ∧ ... ∧ 𝛽n 
where 𝛼, 𝛽1... 𝛽n are relational facts (and the relation in 𝛼 does not occur in 𝛽1... 
𝛽n).

Example: GrandparentOf(x,z) ← ParentOf(x,y) ∧ ParentOf(y,z).

- Can be viewed as either (i) a recipe for deriving GrandparentOf facts, and/or (ii) 
a definition of the GrandparentOf predicate.

- When executed on an input DB instance for the schema { ParentOf }, the CQ 
produces a set of GrandparentOf facts.



Shameless Plug: Learning Conjunctive Queries (ct’d)

“Reverse engineering” problem:

- Given a “black-box” compiled CQ, can you reconstruct its specification (i.e., the rule)?

Classic instance of Angluin’s (1998) model of exact learnability with a membership oracle. 
A membership oracle query here means executing the black box on a data example.
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“Reverse engineering” problem:

- Given a “black-box” compiled CQ, can you reconstruct its specification (i.e., the rule)?

Classic instance of Angluin’s (1998) model of exact learnability with a membership oracle. 
A membership oracle query here means executing the black box on a data example.

Short answer: 

No: certain CQs are not uniquely characterisable by any finite set of examples.

(This follows from a generalization, due to Nesetril and Rodl (1989), of Erdos’s classic 
theorem on the existence of graphs of large girth and chromatic number.)



Shameless Plug: Learning Conjunctive Queries (ct’d)

Theorem [tC and Dalmau ICDT 2021]:

1. Every “c-acyclic” CQ is uniquely characterized by its behavior on polynomially many 
data examples (which can be constructed efficiently).

2. The class of c-acyclic CQs is efficiently exactly learnable with a membership oracle.

Moreover, this is optimal: if a CQ is not c-acyclic (modulo logical equivalence), then it is not 
uniquely characterized by finitely many data examples.

Builds on results in combinatorial graph theory and the theory of CSPs. Core ingredient: a 
new polynomial-time algorithm for constructing frontiers in the homomorphism lattice of 
finite relational structures.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.06824
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Google KG

Knowledge Graph (KG):

- Large collection of entities and facts aggregated from different sources
- May 2020: 5 billion entities with 500 billion facts 

- (For comparison: BERT models have O(100M) parameters)

Used (among other things) to serve “Knowledge Panels”

https://blog.google/products/search/about-knowledge-graph-and-knowledge-panels/

https://blog.google/products/search/about-knowledge-graph-and-knowledge-panels/
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where was barack obama born

where was [barack obama](/m/123) born

PlaceOfBirth(/m/123)

Entity Linking

Semantic Parsing

Fulfillment *
KG

Knowledge Panel



Value of the KG

Enables:
● Joins over data from different sources
● Quality control (curation, introspection, debugging)
● Provenance (attribution)
● Unambiguous representation (multi-step reasoning and multi-system reasoning)
● Third party providers (e.g. streaming media catalogs) & fulfillments (e.g. ordering food)



Traditional ML for KG

ML models bring value to KG systems. Traditional examples:

● Entity linking and reconciliation
● Information extraction & knowledge base completion
● Error & outlier detection
● Schema-mapping inference (for data ingestion)
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Deep Learning for Search









Attention-based models and BERT

Key innovations:

● New architectures based on self-attention (Transformer) [Vaswani et al., 2017]
● Pre-training on massive unsupervised data (fill-in-the-blank or language 

modeling) and fine-tuning on the task at hand [Devlin et al., 2018]



Sundar Pichai,
CEO of Google and 
Alphabet

First, powered by our 
long-term investment in AI, we 
dramatically improved our 
understanding of the 
questions people ask Google 
Search. It’s the biggest leap 
forward for Search in the 
past five years. It’s all 
possible because of a new 
type of neural-network 
based technique for natural 
language processing called 
BERT, which recognizes subtle 
patterns in language and 
provides more relevant results.

Q3 2019 Earnings Call

In fact, when it 
comes to 
ranking results, 
BERT will help 
Search better 
understand one 
in 10 searches 
in the U.S. in 
English, and 
we’ll bring this 
to more 
languages and 
locales over 
time.

The Keyword, Oct 2019

Pandu Nayak, 
Google Fellow and 
Vice President, 
Search

BERT in Practice

https://abc.xyz/investor/static/pdf/2019_Q3_Earnings_Transcript.pdf
https://www.blog.google/products/search/search-language-understanding-bert/


Raffael et. al, "Exploring the Limits of Transfer Learning with a Unified Text-to-Text Transformer," Arxiv '19

Are giant language models enough?

https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/02/exploring-transfer-learning-with-t5.html


Are giant language models enough?

[Petroni et al., 2019 “Language Models as Knowledge Bases?”]

- Even without fine-tuning, BERT models to surprisingly well at open-domain QA 
(when cast as a fill-in-the-blank task: “Where was Dante born” -> “Dante was born in 
[MASK]”).

- Note: “Language Models as Knowledge Bases” lack many of the (previously 
mentioned) benefits of actual KGs.

[Brown et. al, 2020 "Language Models are Few-Shot Learners"]:

- GPT-3 models with O(100B) parameters do surprisingly well at few-shot learning.
- That is a lot of parameters.



Deep Models that have Access to a KG?



Deep Models that have Access to a KG?

Aims:

- Reflect updates in KG without retraining model (point fixes, new knowledge, 
changes in the world).

- More insight and control over what the model uses to make a prediction
- Generalization to entities and facts not in the training data
- Smaller models (less parameters)
- Personalization (e.g., assistant queries)

Note: some of these may require explicitly regimes to discourage memorization.



Three Case Studies



1. Entities-as-Experts Model Architecture

Févry et al., "Entities as Experts: Sparse Memory Access with Entity Supervision," EMNLP '20

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07202
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1. Adding access to KG facts: Facts-as-Experts

Verga et al., "Facts as Experts: Adaptable and Interpretable Neural Memory over Symbolic Knowledge," Arxiv '20

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.00849


1. Adding access to KG facts: Facts-as-Experts

Adding the fact memory:

- Improved performance on QA tasks
- Results in models that make (to a limited extent) correct predictions even on 

inputs involving unseen entities and when changes are made to the KG after 
training, provided an early-stopping training regime is used, and at the cost of 
reduced overall performance of the model. 

Verga et al., "Facts as Experts: Adaptable and Interpretable Neural Memory over Symbolic Knowledge," Arxiv '20

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.00849


Still trying to get their first win of the year, the 
Dolphins went home for a Week 13 AFC East rematch 
with the throwback-clad New York Jets. In the first 
quarter, Miami trailed early as Jets RB Leon 
Washington got an 18-yard TD run. The Dolphins ended 
the period with kicker Jay Feely getting a 53-yard 
field goal. In the second quarter, Miami drew closer 
as Feely kicked a 44-yard field goal, yet New York 
replied with kicker Mike Nugent getting a 29-yard 
field goal. Afterwards, the Dolphins took the lead as 
CB Michael Lehan returned a fumble 43 yards for a 
touchdown. However, the Jets regained the lead with 
QB Kellen Clemens completing a 19-yard TD pass to WR 
Brad Smith, along with Nugent kicking a 40-yarder and 
a 35-yard field goal. In the third quarter, New York 
increased their lead with Nugent kicking a 35-yard 
field goal for the only score of the period. In the 
fourth quarter, the Jets sealed the win with RB 
Thomas Jones getting a 1-yard TD run, Nugent 
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Question:

Context:

Answer:

How many yards do the first two field goals 
converted add up to?

(53 + 44) ⇒ 97

Andor et al., "Giving BERT a Calculator: Finding Operations and Arguments with Reading Comprehension," ACL '20

2. Giving BERT a Calculator:
Mathematical operations as an (infinite) KG

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D19-1609/


do pile ##ated young birds have already[cls] the

Yes

BERT... ...

... ...

No

BERT-Based Structured Prediction

Sum(arg0, arg1) Diff(arg0, arg1)...... Span(start, end)

We merge 
● classification 
● span selection 

Jointly predict operations and their arguments

Andor et al., "Giving BERT a Calculator: Finding Operations and Arguments with Reading Comprehension," ACL '20

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D19-1609/


Ops With Examples

Andor et al., "Giving BERT a Calculator: Finding Operations and Arguments with Reading Comprehension," ACL '20

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D19-1609/


3. BERT over Graph-Structured Inputs

[Shaw et al., ACL 2019 “Generating Logical Forms from Graph Representations of 
Text and Data”]

Extending transformer models to include a GNN for graph-structured inputs.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.08407
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.08407


3. BERT over Graph-Structured Inputs

Maps natural language utterances into structured meaning representations

which states does the mississippi run through ?

answer(state(traverse_1(riverid(mississippi))))

semantic parser

Example from GeoQuery dataset (Zelle and Mooney, 1996), using FunQL logical form (Kate et al. 2005)



3. BERT over Graph-Structured Inputs

semantic parser

which states does the mississippi run through ?

answer( state( traverse_1( ) ) )Mississippi (River) )

Mississippi (River) Mississippi (State)

Entity to token alignments



3. BERT over Graph-Structured Inputs

semantic parser

how many games has each stadium held ?

SELECT T1 id stadiumFROM

Table: game

Example from SPIDER dataset (Yu et al. 2018)

count(*)

Note: not all tables and columns drawn for clarity

AS T1. JOIN game AS T2

ON T1 id. = .T2 stadium_id GROUP BY T1 id.

Col: stadium_id Col: id Table: stadium

Table to 
column 
relation

Table to 
column 
relation

Foreign 
key 

relation



3. BERT over Graph-Structured Inputs

how many games has each stadium held ?

Table: game Col: stadium_id Col: id Table: stadium

Table to 
column 
relation

Table to 
column 
relation

Foreign 
key 

relation

Entity to token 
alignments

Relative position relations between tokens

Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al. 2017) can be interpreted as fully connected GNN



Edge-aware GNN sub-layer



Model Architecture

Previous Outputs

N
enc

Layers

TokensEntities

Embed

GNN Sub-layer

Feed-Forward Network

N
dec 

Layers

GNN Sub-layer

Embed

Encoder-Decoder Attention

Select Action

Generate or Copy

Output

Feed-Forward Network

Relations

EmbedEmbed

Based on the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) with the self-attention sub-layer extended to 

incorporate relations between input elements, and the decoder extended with a copy mechanism.



Outlook

The quest is still out for deep model architectures that

- Interact with a KG at inference time
- Scale to large KGs
- Learn not to memorize world knowledge that is available in the KG, but at the 

same time learn good contextual representations.

Principled evaluation benchmarks for “non-memorization” are (AFAIK) lacking too.


